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Anne Nill's Copy of Yevgeniya Taratuta's Nash Drug, "Our Friend" 

In 1957 Yevgenia Taratuta, the future biographer of Ethel Voynich, published a 
monograph on Ethel’s life based on archival research and on correspondence Taratuta had 
conducted with Ethel in the 1950s. The monograph, entitled Nash Drug Etel’ Lilian Voynich 
(“Our Friend Ethel Lilian Voynich”), appeared as a supplement to the literary magazine 
Ogonyok.1 The copy of Nash Drug held by the Beinecke Library of Rare Books and 
Manuscripts at Yale University and reproduced here contains a small surprise. On its title 
page (p.4 below) is a note from the author to Ethel’s companion, Anne Nill: 
 
 

Дорогой госпоже To dear Miss
Анне Нилл Anne Nill
 
с глубоким уваженнием with deep respect
 
и с самыми лучшими and with best
 
пожеланями [good] wishes
 
ЕТаратута ETaratuta
 
22 Ноябръ 1957 22 November 1957
 
Москва Moscow 
 
 

On the inside of the rear cover (p. 28 below) a printed card is tipped in stating that 
the copy is a gift to Yale University from H.P. Kraus. This copy undoubtedly accompanied 
the Voynich Manuscript, which Kraus donated to the Library in 1967 along with other 
material pertaining to Voynich. At the top left of the card a hand-written note suggests that 
in 1997 the Beinecke removed Taratuta’s monograph from the archived Voynich Collection 
to put on its bookshelves. 

One wonders why Taratuta sent a signed copy of Nash Drug to Anne. It may be that 
Anne helped Ethel in her correspondence with Taratuta - Ethel, after all, was in her nineties 
at the time - which may have put Anne in direct touch with Taratuta. But why didn’t 
Taratuta send a copy to Ethel, who was the subject of the monograph and who read 
Russian? It seems unlikely that Taratuta would have sent copies to both Ethel and Anne, but
if she did, Ethel’s has disappeared. 

Kraus may have gotten the monograph from Anne when he bought the Voynich 
Manuscript from her in 1961, shortly before her death. It is also possible that Emma 
Seilheimer, Anne’s sister and executor of her will, presented it to Kraus when winding up 
Anne’s estate (see Anne M. Nill's Will and her Bequest to the Library of Congress of Ethel 
Voynich's Unpublished Music). 
1 Translated into English as Our Friend Lilian Boole/Voynich by Séamus Ó Coigligh in 2007 
and available on the internet. 
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What follows is the full Russian text of Yevgenia Taratuta’s Nash Drug. 
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